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Grow the Right Strengths for the Right Career as a Lawyer [Workbook 1]
Find out how to build a strong foundation to find a career path you can thrive on as a
lawyer or in any other capacity in the legal profession with an informed SWOT analysis.
The difference between working to survive as a lawyer and working to thrive at it is a question of how
effectively you’re adapting. And as a human, you can always learn to adapt better. This post offers
the first of five workbooks in our Career Research and Development Series, introduced here.
People who have achieved success and happiness in their careers are clear about their
strengths and opportunities. A SWOT analysis is a strategy to identify your Strengths and
Weaknesses alongside the Opportunities for and Threats to your career success.
Your SWOT analysis will clarify how you can navigate your opportunities and threats by
displaying whether you’re already strong in, or need to develop, the skills required to take optimal
action. This workbook will help inform your SWOT analysis by helping you notice more about
yourself and your world. With more and better data, you can make better decisions about what to do
to get the career and life that is right for you right now.
This process is designed to give you the strongest foundation possible as you plan your
career strategy. Collecting and analyzing data from your perspective, others’ perspectives, and the
outside world will empower you to:
1. Communicate Strengths Better
2. Use Strengths More Effectively
3. Address Weaknesses that are Obstacles
ACTION STEPS CHECKLIST. This workbook will guide you through activities in three parts: Look
Outside, Look Inside, and Look Forward.

▢ Seek out new ideas and document your progress.
▢ Create a trends map of your opportunities and threats.
▢ Review your current resume and LinkedIn profile.
▢ Explore LinkedIn and online job banks.
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▢ Create a summary of your LinkedIn and job board research.
▢ Answer selfreflection questions.
▢ Request and collect others’ perspectives.
▢ Collect, review, and summarize the data from others’ perspectives.
▢ Create your Gap Analysis table.
▢ Fill in your SWOT analysis template.
PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE
Reality matters. There’s more information available to observe about reality than ever to learn about
what changes are happening and why.
It’s a waste of time to pursue a career objective defined by a set of skills for which there is a low
demand and a high supply. It will be difficult to stand out and demonstrate your unique fit for a career
opportunity.
It’s a missed opportunity to live unaware of the trends in today’s world or how others experience your
skills and weaknesses.
You’ll need the best data possible to make the best decisions and create the most effective career
path for your areas of interests and energy. When you look outside of yourself for information, you
leverage the power of keen observation and your network of relationships.
Always remember that with the benefit of others you expand your power to notice and create new
opportunities and construct and execute a career strategy that leads you to success and happiness.
The following activities will help you document your progress as you search your environment for
new idea inputs.
ACTIVITY 1: Seek Novelty
It’s easier to find new ideas if you change your habits. Choose a new path to travel to work. Choose
new stores for shopping, new restaurants and recipes for nourishment and conversation, new
periodicals to read, new shows to watch, new people to meet, and new places to look for news and
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information. Keep up with new technology, economics, demographic changes, and popculture.
Watch new sports teams play and take up a new sport for fun. Until you change your routine, you’ll
continue to notice the same things and miss the next inspirational idea that could change your life.
Use this Activity Sheet to place a checkmark next to any suggested ideas you’ve tried and write in
your own ideas to try out something new on these novelty source lists.
ACTIVITY 2: Observe Trends
When it comes to innovation intelligence, we miss opportunities everyday because we’re not very
good at noticing. Before jumping into the next activity, you can assess your visual intelligence with
this quiz. Then, get five tips to improve your noticing skills here.
Use this Activity Sheet to add trends that you notice as you explore your world in the appropriate
chart area.
ACTIVITY 3: Collect Data
Now you’ll have the opportunity to apply your lawyerly research skills to your own personal career
growth. The data you discover will help you decide what strengths to focus on developing.
Use this Activity Sheet to follow the research prompts and collect the data you need.
ACTIVITY 4: Summarize Data
Asking the right questions will help you document clear direction for immediate action you can take
to develop valuable strengths.
Use this Activity Sheet to chart your data.
PART TWO: LOOK INSIDE
Introspection is an empowering tool.
It’s a waste of time to pursue a career objective without the necessary array of technical skills and
core leadership, strategy, and communication skills. It’s akin to having a great plan for a road trip, a
car that is in perfect condition, and then forgetting to put gas in the tank.
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It’s difficult at best to change the way other people feel, think, and behave. One person rarely
changes world trends. As difficult as it seems to change how you feel, feel, and behave, you have
the power to do that. It’s a missed opportunity not to use the power you have to make a positive
difference in your personal and professional life.
Selfawareness is the starting point for change. Selfawareness is the process of considering what
the data you collect from selfreflection and from others about their perceptions of you mean and
what you want to do to improve your skill set.
Accept reality first, then decide what to do to change it and create an effective skill development
plan.
ACTIVITY 1: Self Reflection
The questions in this activity are designed to gain insight into your perception of your technical and
core strategy, leadership, and communication strengths.
Use this Activity Sheet to document your answers.
ACTIVITY 2: Collect Data
How do others perceive your skills? Ask. You need to know how other people experience working or
otherwise interacting with you.
The following survey is designed for you to give to AT LEAST TEN colleagues, coworkers, friends,
family, mentors, teachers and clients. Ideally, you should set up a free account on Survey Monkey
with the questions. This will enable you to collect anonymous feedback, which will encourage the
people you ask to respond with honest feedback.
When you ask your people for their feedback, do so both orally and in writing. Explain that Survey
Monkey allows for anonymity and clarify that your settings will not allow you to find who provided
what answers. Tell them that you are seriously engaged in selfdevelopment and career
advancement and will use this information to decide how to build the strongest foundation possible
for your career, and that you’ll genuinely appreciate critical feedback. Once you’ve input the survey
questions using the instructions provided, your survey should look like this.
Use this Activity Sheet to find instructions and inputs for your feedback survey.
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PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD
A skill development strategy begins with reviewing and analyzing the data on the skills you have and
those that you need. One of your regular career development tasks should include updating the data
regularly.
Displaying the information in a SWOT analysis will facilitate your strategic developmental plans.
ACTIVITY 1: Data Analysis
Transition a summary of the data you collected from other people assessing your skills into guidance
on which behaviors you should demonstrate more often and which you should demonstrate less to
create more effective, successful relationships with others and your work.
Use this Activity Sheet to chart your data analysis.
ACTIVITY 2: Gap Analysis
Compare the strengths you have with the strengths you need by completing a gap analysis using the
data collected from your LinkedIn and Job Description research, your selfreflection, and your survey
of others’ perceptions.
Use this Activity Sheet to chart your gap analysis.
ACTIVITY 3: SWOT Analysis
Apply the data acquired through the previous activities into a SWOT analysis table, which will display
your Strengths and Weaknesses alongside Opportunities and Threats.
Use this Activity Sheet to complete your SWOT analysis.
ACTIVITY 4: Deeper Dive (Optional)
The Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers team can help you accept and understand your
strengths and weaknesses better, and help you identify first action steps to start building
momentum to overcome any inertia you’re facing. LCL is a free (and confidential!) for lawyers, law
students, and other legal professionals in Massachusetts, and can connect those in other states with
services available to them.
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A LOMAP practice advisor can give you an overview on working with a consultant or coach
certified to administer a 360ᴼ assessment (such as the KornFerry Voice 360ᴼ) and offer referrals.
Click here to get started booking your meeting if these activities gave you momentum to analyze
more data on others’ perceptions of your leadership skills. LOMAP is a program of LCL’s free (and
confidential!) services for Massachusetts lawyers, law students, and other legal professionals.
CONCLUDE WITH ACTION
In this workbook, you learned how to collect data about your strengths and weaknesses and how
certain job opportunities are defined and explained in the career marketplace.
The data you collected and reviewed provide a laundry list of selection criteria that will be used by
others to evaluate who you are, what you can do, and your personality.
The exercises you completed gave you the chance to practice an important strategy skills – the
ability to collect and analyze data for making evidencebased decisions about goals and actions to
move your career forward or advance any strategy project you work on.
List the actions you will take and review your progress at the end of each day:
1. What will you do to better communicate your strengths?
2. What will you do to use your strengths more effectively?
3. What will you do to address any weaknesses that are obstacles to your success?
Congratulations on finishing Workbook 1 — the first step is the hardest! Schedule time to
complete the next so you don’t lose your momentum:
●
●
●
●

VALUES [Workbook 2]. Revisit your values, beliefs, assumptions and unconscious biases
and their impact on your most important decisions.
BRAND [Workbook 3]. Rebrand yourself so that your project a strong, professional
presence and people remember you exactly as you want them to.
PURPOSE [Workbook 4]. Repurpose your passion into a driver of your success and
happiness.
PATH [Workbook 5]. Chart your course forward with clear goals, a stepbystep action plan,
and insight for implementation accountability.
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Workbook 1

Activity 1: Seek Novelty

PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE

CHANGES TO YOUR ROUTINE

NEW KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS

◻ Took a new route to the office or to run errands

◻ Exploring new technology

◻ Found a new time of day to do the old things

◻ Listening to new music

◻ Visited a new website

◻ Explored CRISPR

◻ Read a new periodical

◻ Explored Blockchain

◻ Watched a new program

◻ Read Elle Luna’s At the Crossroads of Should and Must

◻ Met new people

◻ Applied Elle Luna’s framework to envision my life

◻ Joined a new club

◻ Read Amy Herman’s Visual Intelligence

◻ Went to a new restaurant

◻ Went to a new museum and used Amy Herman’s lens to view the

◻ Took up a new sport (try rock climbing or standup paddling!)

exhibits differently

◻ Learning a new skill

◻ Starting to visually map my external environment

◻ ______________________________________________________

◻ ______________________________________________________

◻ ______________________________________________________

◻ ______________________________________________________

◻ ______________________________________________________

◻ ______________________________________________________
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Activity 2: Observe Trends
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Activity 3: Collect Data

PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE

1.

Review your current resume and LinkedIn profile.

2.

Explore LinkedIn for people who are in roles that you find appealing.
Notice how they describe themselves. Note their experience and
responsibilities, as well as the role title, industry, and company. Evaluate
their profile for how they convey their brand – who they are. Is it
engaging? Do you immediately know what makes them of value to their
organizations?

3.

Look at online job banks for job descriptions that interest you.
Collect them for future reference. Notice job titles, industries, and
organizations. How are the jobs described? What are the first few criteria
identified as necessary for the jobs. Distinguish between technical skills
and soft skills. Technical skills are used to carry out the specific, tasks of
the job. In contrast, soft skills are the core leadership, strategy, and
communication skills required for developing key relationships and fitting
in with the culture of the organization.
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Activity 4: Summarize Data

PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE

LINKEDIN SUMMARY

JOB DESCRIPTIONS SUMMARY

Identify the key words and phrases used by
people in roles you find appealing to describe
their responsibilities and experiences.

Identify the top skills, experiences, and
responsibilities listed in job descriptions for roles
and responsibilities you find appealing.

Identify the key words and phrases used to
describe these roles. How are they prioritized?
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Activity 1: Self-Reflection

PART TWO: LOOK INSIDE
1. Think of the biggest successes of your life so far.
What happened that made them successful? What did
you do and how did you do it to contribute to your
success?
2. The skills used in your career are ‘technical skills’.
They are skills that require training. Those in high
demand, difficult to develop, and rare to find are
especially valuable. These are the skills that you have
been trained in or are being trained in. List your top three
technical skill strengths and top three weaknesses.
3. Core strategy, communication, and leadership
skills are what people often refer to as ‘soft skills’.
They are the behaviors you rely on to build relationships
and influence yourself and others in any way. List your
top three soft skill strengths and top three weaknesses.
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Activity 1: Data Analysis

1

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD

2

3

List all the words people
selected to describe you.

List your strengths others notice
most frequently and least frequently.

Which behaviors should you
demonstrate more often?

Chart the frequency of each
and list them by rank.

List your weaknesses others notice
most frequently and least frequently.

Which behaviors should you
demonstrate less often?
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Activity 2: Gap Analysis
SKILLS
STATUS

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD

REQUIRED SKILLS

SKILLS OTHERS PERCEIVE

SKILLS I PERCEIVE

I have:

I am missing:

I enjoy using:

I don’t enjoy
using:
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Activity 3: SWOT Analysis

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD
Positives

Negatives

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

(high ranking)

(high ranking)

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

(from trends map + online research activities)

(from trends map + online research activities)

Internal Factors

External Factors
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Activity 2: Observe Trends
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Activity 3: Collect Data

PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE

1.

Review your current resume and LinkedIn profile.

2.

Explore LinkedIn for people who are in roles that you find appealing.
Notice how they describe themselves. Note their experience and
responsibilities, as well as the role title, industry, and company. Evaluate
their profile for how they convey their brand – who they are. Is it
engaging? Do you immediately know what makes them of value to their
organizations?

3.

Look at online job banks for job descriptions that interest you.
Collect them for future reference. Notice job titles, industries, and
organizations. How are the jobs described? What are the first few criteria
identified as necessary for the jobs. Distinguish between technical skills
and soft skills. Technical skills are used to carry out the specific, tasks of
the job. In contrast, soft skills are the core leadership, strategy, and
communication skills required for developing key relationships and fitting
in with the culture of the organization.
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Activity 4: Summarize Data

PART ONE: LOOK OUTSIDE

LINKEDIN SUMMARY

JOB DESCRIPTIONS SUMMARY

Identify the key words and phrases used by
people in roles you find appealing to describe
their responsibilities and experiences.

Identify the top skills, experiences, and
responsibilities listed in job descriptions for roles
and responsibilities you find appealing.

Identify the key words and phrases used to
describe these roles. How are they prioritized?
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Activity 1: Self-Reflection

PART TWO: LOOK INSIDE
1. Think of the biggest successes of your life so far.
What happened that made them successful? What did
you do and how did you do it to contribute to your
success?
2. The skills used in your career are ‘technical skills’.
They are skills that require training. Those in high
demand, difficult to develop, and rare to find are
especially valuable. These are the skills that you have
been trained in or are being trained in. List your top three
technical skill strengths and top three weaknesses.
3. Core strategy, communication, and leadership
skills are what people often refer to as ‘soft skills’.
They are the behaviors you rely on to build relationships
and influence yourself and others in any way. List your
top three soft skill strengths and top three weaknesses.
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Activity 1: Data Analysis

1

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD

2

3

List all the words people
selected to describe you.

List your strengths others notice
most frequently and least frequently.

Which behaviors should you
demonstrate more often?

Chart the frequency of each
and list them by rank.

List your weaknesses others notice
most frequently and least frequently.

Which behaviors should you
demonstrate less often?
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Activity 2: Gap Analysis
SKILLS
STATUS

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD

REQUIRED SKILLS

SKILLS OTHERS PERCEIVE

SKILLS I PERCEIVE

I have:

I am missing:

I enjoy using:

I don’t enjoy
using:
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Activity 3: SWOT Analysis

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD
Positives

Negatives

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

(high ranking)

(high ranking)

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

(from trends map + online research activities)

(from trends map + online research activities)

Internal Factors

External Factors
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Align Your Values for the Right Career as a Lawyer [Workbook 2]
Values, beliefs, assumptions, and unconscious biases impact our most important
decisions. Learn to recognize what drives your behavior and how to harness it for the
right work as a lawyer.
The difference between working to survive as a lawyer and working to thrive at it is a question of how
effectively you’re adapting. And as a human, you can always learn to adapt better. This post offers
the second of five workbooks in our Career Research and Development Series, introduced here.
Before you begin this workbook, we strongly encourage you to complete Workbook 1:
Strengths, which will guide you through a SWOT analysis, looking inside and outside to uncover
your technical and core strategy, leadership, and communication strengths and opportunities that are
worth your time and effort to explore.
This workbook is designed to help you revisit your values, beliefs, assumptions and
unconscious biases. They drive your most important decisions and you won’t know that they are
behind the wheel. They have a profound effect on what you notice, how you make sense of
everything, how you feel, the image you project, and what you ultimately do. Behaviors that either
lead you to success or astray often have a genesis in these unconscious blindspots, which cause
you to think very quickly. Uncover these blind spots by identifying the circumstances that trigger
them and then consciously slow down your thinking. Triggers are often a result of a worldview – a
combination of genetics and lifeexperiences. You’ll uncover your worldview and triggers and learn
how to manage them.
You’ll also uncover your hidden values and passion. They tell you about your interests and
provide you with a source of energy for overcoming obstacles and charging forward toward your
dreams. Your values are the key to what makes you, you and what makes you tick. Your awareness
of these hidden drivers of behavior coupled with a wellhoned ability to consciously select whether to
tap into them or tamp them down as the context in which you lead yourself and others changes, is a
profound skill to develop and have in the strengths quadrant of your SWOT analysis.
Blindspots affect what you notice, how you evaluate what you notice, and how you decide
what to do. You can uncover blind spots by trying to identify your schema scripts. Schema scripts
are shortcuts we rely upon without conscious thought to shorten the time spent on noticing
information, making sense of it, and deciding what to do about it. These short cuts are a
consequence of a worldview – a combination of genetics and lifeexperiences. You’ll have a chance
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to explore your blindspots in more detail through archetype exploration and preferences for
communication and addressing conflict.
In this section, you will explore your values, preferences for responding to challenges,
communication, and conflict, and learn how to identify and stop unconscious bias when it gets in the
way of effective performance. This workbook should inspire you to update your SWOT analysis
in Workbook 1 with your new insights and information.
ACTION STEPS CHECKLIST. This workbook will guide you through activities in three parts: Core
Values, Conflict Orientation, and Thinking Systems.
Learn what values, beliefs, and assumptions affect your thinking, emotion, and behavior
Discover your worldview
Identify your core values, ideals, and motivation
Understand how your orientation toward conflict and challenges helps and hurts you
Recognize sources of unconscious bias and harm of fastthinking
Practice using the Ladder of Inference tool to avoid fastthinking
PART ONE: CORE VALUES
Your values tell your brain what is important, what you care about most, and how you should
behave across a variety of situations. Whereas most people would agree that honesty, fairness,
and respect for others are important values, there are differences in how people characterize,
demonstrate, and prioritize these concepts. You need to get and maintain an awareness of your
own, and know when and how to actively manage them.
Your values inform your identity – who you are, what you do, how you do it, and where your
passion to do anything lives. When you have a lack of interest in something, you’ll want to explore
whether it is due to your values and identity, a lack of training and skills, or relying too much on a skill
that has blocked out your interest in something new because you don’t prioritize it with your time or it
makes you uncomfortable – which change routinely does for many humans.
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Your values are closely related to sources of motivation and energy. They are what David
McClelland calls motivators and Daniel Pink calls drive. However you label it, when you align your
actions with your values, you’ll have more energy to act.
Beliefs and assumptions are feelings that something is true. They are starting points for noticing
information, processing it, and acting upon it. We rarely think about assumptions and beliefs, and
therefore don’t develop the ability to harness and otherwise control them.
Assumptions and beliefs may be helpful or harmful. They are a brain efficiency mechanism,
designed for fast thought. Often they have a “script” behind them that helps you to think quickly and
save time, a critical survival skill at times — and a dangerous shortcut at others.
When the facts are not open to interpretation, time is of the essence, and the decision clear, the
fastthinking of scripts is helpful. When we see a lot of snow and ice on the ground, we dress warmly.
When we think we see a bear in the woods, we run.
When the facts are open to interpretation, the decision is never clear and fastthinking is an
opportunity cost to the necessary deeper thinking. Under those circumstances, it’s wise to make sure
you are using slower, more deliberate, analytical, and conscious data collection, data evaluation, and
decisionmaking processes. When we decide who to hire, a person’s contributions to our
organization, or the weight to give to a colleague’s ideas, we should take our time to consider which
criteria to apply and how to apply them before rushing to judgment about the correct course of
action.
To decide which strengths to build or which offer to accept, you need to shift your conscious
mind to your values, assumptions, and beliefs – or else you won’t understand the reality of
your options and what further information you might need. You’ll continue to think you
understand all you can, and you won’t know what you’re missing. It helps to know how your values,
beliefs, and assumptions may be influencing your thinking, feelings, and decisions. Then you can
choose whether or not to rely on them, check them for accuracy and appropriate application to the
circumstances, or change them.
Your values and identity are strategy elements for career development and the personal brand you
develop to communicate it, which our next workbook will guide you through.
ACTIVITY 1: Assess Your Worldview
You are simultaneously unique as a human and similar to the rest of the universe, connected
by your learned worldview. A worldview is the unique combination of one’s values, ideals, and
motivation. Your worldview is a consequence of your genes and experiences from birth to now.
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Realizing and understanding your worldview can unleash energy and uncover personal obstacles.
Your worldview imbues you with a unique perspective for noticing what is in your world, how to think
about its meaning, and how to decide what to do. Gaining this insight will make you better at
designing, implementing, and learning from your career and personal development strategy.
Think of your worldview as a set of beliefs and assumptions that inform your ideals and values. They
limit the data you notice and what you experience, affect how you make sense of your data and
experiences, and drive your decisions about what to do as a consequence. Bringing them from the
hidden unconscious into consciousness allows you to expand your options and discover new
solutions to old problems.
Your values and identity are the root of your strategy design. They impact every other element in
your strategy. They will affect your choice of a vision and goal. They are part of your strengths and
weaknesses. They create both laser vision and blinders when you explore your external environment
for opportunities and threats. They color your decisionmaking about the meaning of every piece of
data you collect during your strategy design process and your action planning. They affect if, how,
and when you measure the progress toward your goals. They affect the confidence, tenacity, and
resiliency you have available when your review, reflect, revise, and reimplement your strategy. They
affect your attitude toward change and transformation. Remember, developing and implementing a
career development strategy is about personal change and transformation.
Use this Activity Sheet to start clarifying your worldview.
ACTIVITY 2: Focus on Perspective
Values, ideals, and motivators can seem difficult to identify and define in a vacuum. But when
someone violates them, you experience the “flow” of a motivating situation, or you find yourself
facing an ethical dilemma, your values are more observable.
Examine the experiences that illuminate your values. Have you ever felt betrayed after you told a
friend something in confidence and discovered that your friend shared it with someone else? Have
you ever been so focused on what you are doing that time seems to pass at warp speed? Have you
ever felt caught between deference to an authority figure and doing what you believed was the right
thing to do?
When you tap into your values, you learn where to find energy. You learn why you are willing to
work hard when the task is difficult, and what drives you to make decisions. Making conscious
choices about your future begins with knowing the driving force behind your thinking and acting in
alignment with what is most important to you.
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>> Watch or listen to Shonda Rhimes, My year of saying YES to everything at TED2016.
>> Watch or listen to Dan Ariely, What makes us feel good about our work? at
TEDxRiodelaPlata.
Use this Activity Sheet to shift your focus to an energycentric perspective.
ACTIVITY 3: Examine Valuable Experiences
When we act in alignment with our values, we feel good. Life experiences that leave you feeling
energized, happy, and as though it were an expression of your identity reveal your values. Acting on
our values makes us feel our sense of purpose – indeed, we are acting on purpose.
Use this Activity Sheet to examine your experiences for value.
ACTIVITY 4: Clarify Your Values
You can clarify your values with a simple process that starts with a survey of the range of values
common to humans. Once your focused on your values, you can spend time considering which are
more important. To act in alignment with your values, you have to know what they are, as clearly as
possible.
When we act on the wrong values, we feel bad. Ethical dilemmas result from conflicts in values.
Making the right decision will depend on how you prioritize your values, consciously or
unconsciously. Values are often even in conflict even when we don’t feel we’re in an ethical dilemma
to focus on, which means we’re acting on the wrong values over a series of unexamined choices that
lead us farther from feeling good each step.
Use this Activity Sheet to clarify the relative importance of your various values.
ACTIVITY 5: Assess Your Motivators
Selfassessments also offer new views to consider. They are not diagnostic. They offer you avenues
toward insight and selfawareness. McClelland’s Needs Assessment offers you insight into your
values and drivers for working hard and achieving success. McClelland’s theory of what drives
people to work hard and achieve success offers three possible primary drivers of behavior: (1)
Achievement, (2) Affiliation, and (3) Power.
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Achievement motivators are associated with a strong need to set and accomplish challenging goals,
taking calculated risks to accomplish goals, a preference to receive regular feedback on progress
and achievements, and often a preference to work alone.
Affiliation motivators are associated with a desire to belong to the group, discomfort with high risk or
uncertainty, a desire to be liked and often willingness to go along with group consensus, and
preference for collaboration over competition.
Power motivators are associated with a desire for status and recognition, a preference to win
arguments, a desire to control and influence others, and preference for competition and winning.
Use this Activity Sheet (4 Pages) to uncover how your core motivators can help you work
better.
PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION
Acknowledging and understanding your orientation toward challenges and conflict is critical
to understanding what direction to pursue in your career and how to pursue it. There is
another layer below our values and motivators. Human brains form hidden scripts and unconscious
biases through cultural learning. Our hidden scripts and unconscious biases shape our feeling,
thinking, and behavior, and regularly direct our decisions and actions.
Conflict situations arise everyday at work and at home. You and your colleague or supervisor
disagree about how to complete a work assignment. You purchase software that isn’t working as
promised and you feel the “HelpLine” is a misnomer. You are about to deliver what you know will be
perceived as “bad news.” You ask for a raise and are told that it’s impossible.
Negotiation and mediation skills are key to career advancement and success. Your perceptions
and decisions about conflict and hopedforoutcomes may limit your ability to negotiate or mediate
effectively. The first step in developing the skills you need to expand your conflict response options is
assessing your preferences and their impact on your thinking, feeling, and behavior.
The following activities will help you decide whether you want to expand your options and learn to
manage your emotions that may hinder your ability to achieve your goals. Develop an awareness of
when your hidden scripts and unconscious biases are triggered to execute better control. While
falling back on scripts in times of challenge and conflict are normal human processes, it limits our
ability to improve our response over time.
ACTIVITY 1: Consider Your Responses
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Challenges and conflict are routine events in any successful and happy career. Know what you tend
to think, feel, and do in times of challenge and conflict, and then you can decide how you want to
manage conflict and challenges intentionally. Once you have your intention set, you can plan to
achieve it and proactively control your responses.
Use this Activity Sheet to identify your conditioned responses to conflict.
ACTIVITY 2: Explore Your Hero Archetype
Dr. Carol Pearson’s Archetype Model offers tools to gain insight into your default responses
to a challenge and expand your options for responses. Developed in 1986, Pearson introduced
6 archetypes to describe a model of insight and personal development called The Hero’s Journey.
Each archetype illustrates a characteristic response pattern to a challenging obstacle. The 6
archetypes are: (1) Innocent; (2) Orphan; (3) Warrior; (4) Martyr; (5) Wanderer; and (6) Magician.
The Innocent Archetype is oblivious to danger and challenges, trusting of others, and not easily
distracted. In new situations, the Innocent is open to the experience, curious, and expecting other
people to be available and helpful. Trust, focus, and curiosity are valuable. The extreme
manifestation risk for Innocents is being susceptible to missing threats and opportunities.
>> Overly Innocent tendencies are indicated by being too trusting and at risk for exploitation.
The Orphan Archetype has learned that help is not always available, so wears protective armor, is
selfsufficient, and does not rely on others. In the expert dependency model the professional is the
allpowerful expert, who solves the problems of a fully dependent other. The extreme manifestation
risk for Orphans is ending up in silos, missing out on the flow of information, and not receiving
assistance that a strong relationship network offers.
>> Overly Orphan tendencies are indicated by believing problems are created and solved by others,
worrying about being abandoned or exploited, presuming eventual disappointment and refusing
help, and extreme independence.
The Warrior Archetype is about competition and winning. The experience builds courage,
assertiveness, and confidence as an effective professional. A discussion among a group of Warriors
may look like a “violent agreement,” debating ideas that are the same as if they are different. For the
Warrior, a sense of identity comes from feeling different and stronger than “the other.” The extreme
manifestation risk for Warriors is expecting and forcing others to conform to their positions sacrifices
their ability to build relationships.
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>> Overly Warrior tendencies are indicated by blaming one’s own behavior on others, not
considering how to change one’s own behavior, being quick to form opinions and defend
them,sticking with a challenge for too long, defaulting to a WinLoss lens in human interactions,
making demands of your wants and needs and expecting others to satisfy them.
The Martyr Archetype draws its sense of identity from relationships and rescuing others. At times
the boundaries between the Martyr and others is blurry and roles and responsibilities unclear. The
selflessness of this archetype can mean sacrificing one’s own interests for the good of others. While
the benefits of strong relationships are many, the extreme manifestation risk for the Martyr is poor
direction as a leader and ignoring one’s own important needs until inevitable burnout.
>> Overly Martyr tendencies are marked by defaulting to avoid conflict and disregarding one’s own
wants and needs in favor of seeking to accommodate others.
The Wanderer Archetype uses autonomy and independence to leverage the Innocent’s curiosity
and explore the outside world in search of new opportunities that are different and better than the
status quo. The extreme manifestation risk for the Wanderer is defaulting to search for a new and
different situation instead of developing one’s own abilities and opportunities while maintaining
present bridges and relationships.
>> Overly Wanderer tendencies are marked by failing to stick with a challenge long enough,
changing mentors or jobs and continuing to find the same types of problems, and defaulting to avoid
challenges by moving on to another focus.
The Magician Archetype is driven by curiosity to seek out innovative solutions to persistent and
difficult challenges. Magicians see differences as the fertile ground for innovative ideas. The extreme
manifestation risk of the Magician creating chaos and the inability to stay with a situation long
enough to develop a deep understanding of solution options.
>> Overly Magician tendencies are marked by creating too much chaos and not working through to
practical solutions.
How you think about and approach challenges will affect whether you persevere and learn
from mistakes, overuse tenacity and miss new opportunities, or avoid risks altogether. It will
affect whether you develop a strong network or remain too independent or become overly dependent
on others to solve your problems. Overreliance on any one archetype is problematic. Success
depends on being aware enough to adjust your response to a change depending upon each unique
situation.
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Use this Activity Sheet to gain actionable insight into your archetype tendencies.
ACTIVITY 3: Identify Your MBTI
The Myers Briggs Type Indicator, MBTI (™) can help you start controlling your approach to
conflict and its implications. The official MBTI assessment is a product for purchase owned by
CPP; consider its value in the context of your purpose and your interpretation. The MBTI is an
assessment and model used to explain different communication preferences – preferences for
noticing data, making sense of it, decision about what to do, and interacting with one’s internal and
external world.
MBTI is a widely used, selfreporting psychological assessment. Results are validated by the person
taking the assessment. The value is in using your MBTI results for selfreflection and learning.
Taking a selfassessment can provide insight that LCL’s clinicians can help you understand further,
and are a free and confidential service for lawyers and law students in Massachusetts.
It does not measure skill level; there are no skill levels, only style preferences. The decisionmaking
preference, called the ThinkingFeeling and JudgingPerceiving dichotomies, have implications for
different approaches to resolving conflict. It can be a challenge to identify your selection in certain
instances of the dichotomies, but making yourself choose can be an illuminating process.
Use this Activity Sheet (3 Pages) to draw insights from your MBTI Typology.
ACTIVITY 4: Evaluate Your TKI
The ThomasKilmann Conflict Mode Inventory offers another set of clarifying lenses to help
you improve your responses to conflict. The TKI is an assessment for measuring your preference
for using one of five different potential responses. Its design can help you identify where your
preferences limit your range of possible outcome, defining conflict as any situation “in which your
concerns or desires differ from those of another person.” All relationships face conflict.
Your conflict management skills will play a large part in whether you attain the outcomes you want
whether you’re leading a team or entire organization or are trying to influence the outcome of an
interpersonal interaction. Effective relationship management and your career depend on your ability
to manage conflict effectively. The TKI focuses on five possible responses to conflict: (1) competing,
(2) collaborating, (3) avoiding, (4) accommodating, and (5) compromising. Each response has a
corresponding set of skills (behaviors) and risks associated with overuse or underuse.
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Use this Activity Sheet to examine your TKI Conflict Approach.
PART THREE: THINKING SYSTEMS
Recognize the difference between thinking too fast to acknowledge unconscious bias and
thinking deliberately to consider a range of relevant information. Psychologists have been
talking about schemas, heuristics, and scripts for years. Nobel Laureate and founder of behavioral
economics, Daniel Kahneman, talks about two systems of Thinking: System 1 is fast and based on a
gut reaction, while System 2 is slower, conscious, and deliberate.
System 1 Thinking includes unconscious biases that affect our thinking, decisions, and
behaviors. They cloud our decisions. You may think you have made a rational decision about the
best course of action, who is most qualified, or what to do to feel happy and successful, while your
unconscious biases have actually led you to a conclusion without your awareness.
Selfawareness of your unconscious biases expands your choice options and improves your
decisions.Familiarize yourself with these common biases that interfere with evidencebased
decisionmaking, and immediately begin to practice conditioning yourself to recognize when you fall
into them.
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Anchoring: Allowing the first piece of information you notice to limit your thinking about possibilities.
Ex. In a negotiation over money, the first number heard sets the tone and movement for the entire
negotiation.
Availability: Giving too much weight to personal information and not enough weight to the array of
relevant information. Ex. Believing that success is based on hard work alone because of personal
experience that ignores the effect of a powerful network.
Representativeness: Predicting that a certain person will have certain characteristics or abilities
based on their similarity to a stereotype. Ex. Judging mathematical ability by the choice of attire.
Loss Aversion: Avoiding change because all change involves the loss of the familiar and of
certainty even when change leads to something better. Ex. Choosing to stay in a job that makes you
unhappy instead of exploring other possibilities for fear that you’ll lose a safe situation.
Confirmation Bias: Noticing and accepting only information that confirms your position, while not
noticing or ignoring evidence that undermines it.
ACTIVITY 1: Descend the Ladder of Inference
As you build on your inferences over a series of steps, each step narrows your thinking further onto
a very limited, shakey foundation for action.
Use this Activity Sheet to explore your ability to make evidencebased decisions.
ACTIVITY 2: Keep Exploring (Optional)
Watch or listen to Dan Ariely, Are we in control of our own decisions? at TED EG 2008
Watch or listen to Daniel Kahneman on Thinking Fast and Slow in 2012.
Read or listen to the following books:
●
●
●

Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast and Slow
Dan Ariely, Predictably Irrational
Finkelstein, Whitehead, & Campbell, Think Again
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And if you struggled with your personal reflection on your MBTI and TKI or if you think you can
benefit from professional help or any reason, you can work with a coach certified to administer and
interpret MBTI and TKI.
CONCLUDE WITH ACTION
In this workbook, you learned what values, beliefs, assumptions, and unconscious biases in
decisionmaking are and how they can affect your decisionmaking in unanticipated and
unintentional ways.
You explored the effects of your worldview and your core values on your concepts of a successful
career and your motivation to achieve success. You identified your unique sources of energy in your
values and McClelland motivation type. You identified your obstacles to success in the nature of your
preferences for addressing challenges and conflict. You learned about several common “scripts” for
unconscious bias that can derail your ability to make evidencebased decisions and how to “climb
down” the Ladder of Inferences as a tool to keep your decisionmaking clear and conscious.
List the actions you can take and plan out precise times you will do them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What will you do to tap into your values for energy ?
What will you do to motivate yourself toward the career path you want?
What will you do to manage your orientations toward challenges and conflict?
What will you do to improve your decisionmaking?
How will you update your SWOT analysis?

Congratulations on finishing Workbook 2! Examining your values is among the deepest, most
rewarding work you can do — secure your investment by scheduling time to finish the next
three workbooks.
●
●
●

BRAND [Workbook 3]. Rebrand yourself so that your project a strong, professional
presence and people remember you exactly as you want them to.
PURPOSE [Workbook 4]. Repurpose your passion into a driver of your success and
happiness.
PATH [Workbook 5]. Chart your course forward with clear goals, a stepbystep action plan,
and insight for implementation accountability.
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VALUES
Workbook 2

Activity 1: Assess Your Worldview.

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

1

2

What is your worldview on
success? Look for values and
beliefs you haven’t examined.

4

How have your life experiences
shaped and affected your worldview?
Look for blindspots.

>>

3
How does your worldview
motivate and/or demotivate you?

How can you harness that motivation and/or
CHANGE your assumptions and beliefs to
TRANSFORM a worldview that demotivates you
into one that gives you ENERGY?
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Activity 2: Focus on Perspective.

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

List perspectives or lessons you can apply to your life
from the TED Talks by Dan Ariely and Shonda Rhimes.

1
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2

3
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Activity 3: Examine Valuable Experiences.

>> Think about different experiences that have
been meaningful for you and list your
observations.

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

>>

>> Take as much time and space as you need to
complete this activity.
>> Your experiences may appear to be very
different on the surface.
>> Do not evaluate your experiences or
observations.
>> Your observations will inform the remaining
activities in this workbook.
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Activity 4: Clarify Your Values.

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

>> Start by eliminating words that don’t
resonate with you.
>> Circle values that are important to you,
keeping in mind your notes from your
meaningful experiences.
>> Add any values not on the list, or that
more accurately or precisely express your
values.
>> List the values you’ve identified.
>> Select your top 10, and rank them.
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acceptance
accountability
achievement
adaptability
ambition
balance (work/leisure)
being the best
belonging
bonding
caring
caution
clarity
coaching/mentoring
commitment
community involvement
communication
compassion
confidence
conflict resolution
continuous learning
control
cooperation
courage
creativity
dialogue

diversity
ease with uncertainty
efficiency
emotional well-being
enthusiasm
entrepreneurialism
environment concern
ethics & morality
excellence
exploration
fairness
family
financial stability
forgiveness
friendship
fun
future generations
generosity
global awareness
health
honesty
humility
humor & fun
inclusiveness
independence

initiative
innovation
integrity
interdependence
job security
legacy
likability
listening
logic
loyalty
mental well-being
making a difference
mission focus
openness
patience
performance
perseverance
personal fulfillment
personal growth
personal image
physiological needs
physical well-being
positive attitude
power
pragmatic

preparation
pride
professional growth
quality
respect
responsibility
reward
risk-averse
risk-taking
safety
self-actualization
self-discipline
spiritual well-being
spontaneity
status
success
trust
vision
wealth
wisdom
earth
wind
fire
water
grace
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Activity 5: Assess Your Motivators. (Page 1)

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

ADAPTED FROM: R. Steers and D. Braunstein. “A Behaviorally Based Measure of Manifest Needs in Work Settings.” Journal of Vocational Behavior. Oct. 1976: 254.

>> Indicate your level of agreement with Statements 1 - 15 by selecting the corresponding box.
>> Each level is assigned corresponding points you’ll use for scoring on Page 3.
Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Agree
(4)

Strongly
Agree (5)

1. I work very hard to continually improve my work performance.
2. I enjoy competition. I like to win - in sports and other things I do.
3. When working, I often chat with fellow employees about non-work matters.
4. I enjoy difficult challenges. At work, I like to take on the hard jobs.
5. I enjoy being a manager. I like being in charge of things and people.
6. It is important to me to be liked by other people.
7. When I’m working, I like to know how I’m doing how the work is progressing.
8. If I disagree with someone, I let them know it. I am not afraid of disagreement.
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Activity 5: Assess Your Motivators. (Page 2)

PART ONE: CORE VALUES

ADAPTED FROM: R. Steers and D. Braunstein. “A Behaviorally Based Measure of Manifest Needs in Work Settings.” Journal of Vocational Behavior. Oct. 1976: 254.

Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Agree
(4)

Strongly
Agree (5)

9. Many of my co-workers are also my friends. I enjoy spending my leisure time with
them.
10. I typically set realistic goals. I tend to achieve my goals.
11. It is important to me to get people to agree with my ideas.
12. I enjoy belonging to clubs, groups and other organizations.
13. I enjoy the satisfaction of successfully completing a difficult job.
14. One of my important objectives is to get more control over events around me.
15. I would rather work with other people than work alone.

Score your results on the next page →
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ADAPTED FROM: R. Steers and D. Braunstein. “A Behaviorally Based Measure of Manifest Needs in Work Settings.” Journal of Vocational Behavior. Oct. 1976: 254.

On the grid provided, the numbers for each
question on the previous pages have been
placed in cells moving ACROSS the chart
columns, from Left to Right.

ACHIEVEMENT

POWER

AFFILIATION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Input your scores for each answer in the
box corresponding to its question number.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Eg. if you selected “Agree” on Question 2,
you’ll put a “3” in Box 2 (row 1, column 2).

13.

14.

15.

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:
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Activity 5: Assess Your Motivators. (Page 4)

1
Does your highest ranked
motivator resonate with you?
Can you think of an alternative
or more precise descriptor?

4
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PART ONE: CORE VALUES

2

3

Think about your colleagues. How
can you tell whether they are
motivated by achievement,
affiliation, or power?

Brainstorm a list of ways to
motivate people in each of the
different preference categories.

>>

What ACTIONS can you take
to feel FULLY MOTIVATED
in your career?
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Activity 1: Consider Your Responses.

PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION

1

2

What do you do when faced
with an overwhelming
obstacle?

Identify 1 or 2 ways that can hold
you back from achieving your
goals.

4
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>>

3
List any roles or responsibilities
you know are important to
success but avoid taking on
when working with a team.

What causes you to GIVE UP
when things get DIFFICULT?
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Activity 2: Explore Your Hero Archetype.
ARCHETYPE

PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION

FOCUS

STRENGTHS

INNOCENT

Oblivious to conflict and danger, trusting of others for help, focused and
not easily distracted, oblivious to learning opportunities

Not susceptible to being overly distracted, while
remaining open to new ideas

Missing a valuable opportunity or significant risk

ORPHAN

Hyper-aware of danger, risk, conflict, independent, self-reliant, does not
look for or wait for help

Self-sufficiency and independence

Lacking support when truly needed

WARRIOR

Confronts conflict to eliminate it, zero sum game, great advocate when
challenge and parties are clearly defined, forms sides and stays to fight
battles, relationships irrelevant to conflicts

Ability to confront challenges and fight back until
winning state achieved

Excessive relationship casualties

MARTYR

Hyper-aware of others’ interests, strong ability to shift perspective and
empathize, blurred boundary between self and other, agreeable

Putting others’ needs before one’s own

Ignoring one’s own needs

WANDERER

Walks away from conflict and search for a conflict-free context

Ready to move on from mistakes and harm

Avoiding helpful, developmental challenges

MAGICIAN

Deep curiosity about conflict and possible solutions, conflict is seen as
an opportunity for innovation, affinity for diversity, distraction, chaos

Creativity and flexibility

Chaos and inaction

1

Which archetype do you rely on MOST often?

2

WEAKNESSES

Which archetype do you rely on LEAST often?

>> How does it help you face challenges?

>> How does it help you to avoid these tendencies?

>> How does it get in your way?

>> How could its strengths help you reach your goals?
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Activity 3: Identify Your MBTI. (Page 1)

PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION

THINKING

FEELING

▢ I look for the objective truth when making decisions

▢ I look to create and maintain interpersonal harmony when making decisions.

▢ I am more interested in raw data than people.

▢ I am more interested in people than raw data.

▢ I see the need for logic

▢ I see the need for emotional support.

▢ I try to be fair.

▢ I try to be compassionate.

▢ When I make decisions, I remain detached and weigh the pros and cons.

▢ When I make decisions I remain personally involved and weigh the impact on important values.

▢ I like to discover and point on the flaws in a logical argument.

▢ I like to discover and point out the areas of agreement in a conflict.

▢ I am quick to offer objective advice.

▢ I am quick to offer emotional support.

▢ I like a leader who strives to be just.

▢ I like a leader who strives to be compassionate.

▢ Decision-making criteria and processes should be fair to everyone.

▢ Decision-making criteria and processes should be sympathetic to everyone.

▢ If you can discover the cause of a problem, you can eliminate the effect.

▢ If you can discover a problem’s impacts on people, you can find a harmonious solution for all.

▢ When working with others, competence is the most important quality.

▢ When working with others, cooperation is the most important quality.
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Activity 3: Identify Your MBTI. (Page 2)
What does CONFLICT
LOOK LIKE and FEEL LIKE
to you?

When you notice CONFLICT,
how do you RESPOND?

>>

>>
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PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION
▢ THINKING

▢ FEELING

▢ I wonder what it is about.

▢ I wonder who is involved.

▢ I notice opinions and principles.

▢ I notice needs and values.

▢ I analyze and tolerate differences.

▢ I accept and appreciate differences.

▢ It’s important to be succinct.

▢ It’s important to be tactful.

▢ Conflict is when people stand firm.

▢ Conflict is when people give and take.

▢ JUDGING

▢ PERCEIVING

▢ I seek out a resolution to the conflict.

▢ I seek out clarification about the conflict.

▢ I look at the past for guidance and future for options.

▢ I stay in the present to better understand the situation.

▢ I look for answers.

▢ I look for interpretations.

▢ I want it to be over.

▢ I want it to be addressed.
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Activity 3: Identify Your MBTI. (Page 3)

1

PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION

Count the checks in the Thinking and Feeling Columns.
>> Which is your stronger preference?

2

How do you notice, make sense of, and decide to respond to conflict?

3

If you could change ONE aspect of your conflict orientation:
>> What would it be? Why?
>> What’s one step you can take today to begin making that change?
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Activity 4: Evaluate Your TKI.

PART TWO: CONFLICT ORIENTATION

>> Place a check in the Present Column (P) next to
each skill you regularly use.

Response

Skills Used

Avoiding

Withdrawing

>> Place a check in the Develop Column (D) next to
each skill you need to work on.

P

D

Sidestepping
Sense of timing

Response

Skills Used

Competing

Arguing or debating

Accommodating

P

D

Ability to leave things unresolved
Collaborating

Ability to listen, understand, and empathize

Using rank, position, or influence

Nonthreatening confrontation

Asserting your opinions and feelings

Identifying underlying interests and concerns

Stating your position clearly

Analyzing for overlap of interests and concerns

Forgoing your desires

Compromising

Negotiating

Selflessness

Finding common ground

Obedience

Making concessions

Ability to Yield

Assessing value
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Activity 1: Descend the Ladder of Inference.

!

AT THE TOP OF THE LADDER, your
foundation for action is VERY LIMITED.
>> You’re least likely to notice data
>> Your thinking is at its narrowest .
Actions

Positions Taken

PART THREE: THINKING SYSTEMS

USE THE LADDER TO GET BACK DOWN:
Think of a time when you made a hasty decision that led to unintended
and undesirable results.
Use the questions below to descend the ladder.
Note what you would do differently as you descend and expand your
ability to make evidence-based decisions.

Conclusions Drawn
Beliefs Adopted
Assumptions Made
Meanings Attached
Data Selected

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What are the pros and cons for the action?
What positions are being defended?
What conclusions are being drawn?
How was this decision reached?
What criteria were used?
How were the criteria interpreted and applied?
How did I make sense of the data I selected? Are there any other
interpretations to consider?
Where else should I look for data?
What data might I be missing?

All Available Data
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WORKBOOK 3: BRAND

Brand Yourself for the Right Career as a Lawyer [Workbook 3]
Communication creates relationships. Learn how to craft the right messages to
communicate how you work as a lawyer.
The difference between working to survive as a lawyer and working to thrive at it is a question of how
effectively you’re adapting. And as a human, you can always learn to adapt better. This post offers
the third of five workbooks in our Career Research and Development Series, introduced here.
Before you begin this workbook, we strongly encourage you to complete:
●
●

Workbook 1: STRENGTHS,which will guide you through an analysis of your Strengths,
Weaknesses, and Opportunities and where to strategically invest your time and effort.
Workbook 2: VALUES, which will guide you through learning what drives your behavior and
how to harness it for the right work as a lawyer.

A brand communicates your unique values, identity, vision, and strengths. It captures and
conveys the experience of engaging with you. Your brand should differentiate you, while also
demonstrating a fit with your colleagues, supervisors, clients, and customers – anyone with whom
you exchange value via products or services.
A brand is a transitional object that changes relationships. Creating a powerful brand that builds
relationships and a powerful network requires you to examine your internal core identity, your
external target market, and all the other data points available for you to adapt to continual change.
You’ll make evidencebased decisions about what characteristics to represent through your unique
brand to create and convey messages that build trust and confidence, and help you make the right
connections.
Your brand is already being noticed, whether it actually reflects your work or not. Making
intentional decisions about brand will make a better impression any time you deliver your elevator
speech or find yourself in any conversation with a new acquaintance.
You’ll see how powerful a resource an intentional brand is when you apply yours to your online
presence, business cards, CV, other printed materials, and any written bio or oral introductions
accompanying presentations or publications you offer to the public.
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ACTION STEPS CHECKLIST. This workbook will guide you through the following activities in three
parts: Look Outside, Look Inside, and Look Forward.
Learn what a brand is and does
Discover your core identity
Identify how your current brand communicates
Understand what you want your brand to become
Recognize how to make your brand engaging
Apply your newly created brand
PART ONE: LOOK INSIDE
What motivates others to choose to work with you? In the last section, you learned about
McClelland’s motivators. In this section, your attention will be directed toward this new question.
Effective brands respond to human emotions, including social needs to belong, be appreciated, be in
control, and feel safe. When you focus on real emotions, your communication has the power to
change thoughts about engaging with your or your product.
The purpose of branding is to make yourself and your ideas recognizable. You need to know what
you want others to recognize before you start crafting your brand messages.
ACTIVITY 1: Identify Your Obstacles.
Focusing first on information gaps can help uncover your initial obstacles to brand
development. It’s easier to create and use a brand effectively when you’ve already removed
impediments. “Sponsors” is a term of art used to describe people who will advocate for you when
you aren’t present. Your ability to complete their understanding of who you are will reveal your
biggest obstacles to building a better brand.
Use this Activity Sheet to identify obstacles you’ll need to address.
ACTIVITY 2: Review Your Values.
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Understanding how your values appear to others requires examining your actions. You need
to examine how you represent the core values you identify with in your actions to understand how
your personal values will translate into real value you’ll create and trade in the marketplace.
Reflecting on your values by deconstructing it into distinct elements of challenge, choice, and
outcome will help you shift your values insights from Workbook 2 to an external perspective.
Use this Activity Sheet to find out what your key values look like in action.
ACTIVITY 3: Shift Your Perspective.
Reflecting on your own values as others see them can help you communicate those values
more effectively.Developing your brand “is a matter of defining who you are, what you stand for,
where you belong, and what to communicate,” as explained by author and brand expert Carolina
Rogoll. She illustrates her definition of brand with a pyramid that can help you understand how your
stories of success look from different perspectives. Your values and ideals sit at the very top of the
pyramid. They are your true beliefs and what you care about most. They are manifested in your
thoughts, feelings, and behavior, all of which are perceptible to others in the unique way you express
yourself, the emotional and functional benefits you share with others, and what people notice about
you.
Use this Activity Sheet to find out what your key values look like to others.
PART TWO: LOOK OUTSIDE
An effective brand aligns not only with your values, identity, vision, goals, and strengths but
also with the opportunities and other realities of your external environment. If you collect and
correctly analyze the right data, you will be able to choose an appropriate target market and craft a
unique brand that works for you. Whether you are looking for your next job or next client, to find the
right data, you must look for trends with a visionary eye and imagine how current trends may
develop into your next, best, future opportunity. Can you identify your target market and their wants,
needs, expectations, preferences, interests and concerns? What do you offer to meet whatever it is
that your target market wants?
ACTIVITY 1: Find Your Opportunities.
The PESTEL model can help you scan your environment for opportunities and threats. When
adjusting a brand identity, notice the changes in the world and the problems that exist today and are
growing – These are areas of opportunities. What do people need? What would make life easier or
better for the people in your target market? If are trying to sell yourself as an expert, choose an area
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in which there is both a high demand for what you are selling and a low supply. Where is there a
growing need and little competition? Look at specific areas and home in on opportunities.
Use this Activity Sheet to notice opportunities using the PESTEL Method.
ACTIVITY 2: Find Your Target Market.
To make a career – or any economic value – using your strengths and potential strengths,
you just need to match them with potential opportunities and target markets. The technical
skills you command need to serve a real human need.
Your target market is the group of decisionmakers who need the ideas, services, or products that
you are selling. As long as you aren’t trying to sell something that is already in a high supply meeting
a low demands, your brand can make a difference. And to make your target notice you, you’ll need
the right brand messages, delivered in the right place, at the right times, and with the right voice,
delivery method, and style.
A useful way to think about value alignment is through Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

1. Physiological Needs for food, water, air, shelter
2. Safety Needs to feel safe from harm
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3. Belonging Needs to feel part of a group
4. SelfEsteem Needs to feel good about using your skills to perform
5. SelfActualization Needs to realize and apply your potential

Use this Activity Sheet to find your target market’s needs.
ACTIVITY 3: Define Your Market.
Define your target market’s wants, needs, expectations, preferences, interests, and concerns.
Your service should fit a need that is not being met. Your brand should send messages that your
targets notice and align with. To communicate with your targets effectively, you need to understand
them.
Use this Activity Sheet to highlight your target market’s needs.
PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD
Anchor your actions in the words you choose, focus on keeping actions and words in
alignment, and revise both as you learn what resonates. This section will help you identify
actions and words that your brand will use to resonate with your community. Your actions and words
must be consistent, which might mean you need to reach a new level of awareness about your own
actions. Become aware of your body language and tone of voice. Seek continual feedback on your
leadership style. Pay attention to your own feelings.
ACTIVITY 1: Create Your Words.
You will use words that represent your brand in your resume, LinkedIn profile, and elevator speech.
You’ll use them in interviews and at networking events. When your sponsors, colleagues, customers,
and clients talk about you, they will use the words you have already given them.
Use this Activity Sheet to find the right words to represent your brand.
ACTIVITY 2: Develop Your Public Story.
One of the most effective formats to put words in is a Story. A story captivates interest and
generates emotion. While stories can be fictional, a story about yourself should only include real
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information. A story delivers information through common elements that resonate with our human
brains: Characters, Setting, Plot, Climax, and Resolution.
A Public Story needs 3 composite stories – according to Marshall Ganz of the Kennedy School of
Government:
1. A Story of Self tells why you choose to do what you do.
2. A Story of Us tells what common purposes, goals, or visions you share with your
community.
3. A Story of Now tells what challenges the community faces, what choices must be made,
and the outcome hoped for.
Use this Activity Sheet to develop a story in a way that will resonate in your community.
ACTIVITY 3: Overcome Imposter Syndrome (Optional).
Most people experience Imposter Syndrome at some point in their lives, and it makes sense
that it might strike during a period of intentional growth. If you’re taking agency over your career
and life in a more powerful way than you ever have before, you might find your new actions feel fake,
or significantly inadequate in juxtaposition with previous routines.
When you’re preparing to communicate to others your new strengths while making intentional
choices around others’ emotions, you might feel like you’re plotting when your actions used to feel
genuine. As long as you retain your genuine intention to help, you don’t need to doubt yourself.
Try striking a power pose when you feel you might be experiencing Imposter Syndrome to
leverage the power your physical body has over your brain chemistry. And our clinicians at
Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers can help if you think you might struggle with Imposter Syndrome —
just call 617 482 9600 to set up a time to talk.
CONCLUDE WITH ACTION:
In this workbook, you learned what a brand is, that you have a brand, and how to improve its
usefulness.
You identified obstacles to your brand development efforts and options to address them. You Looked
Inside for clarification on who you are, what matters to you most, and the strengths that set you apart
for use in your brand expressions. You wrote your story of success and identified the positive
emotional levers that others will notice. You explored opportunities for your brand and defined your
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target market. You identified words and phrases to incorporate into your brand expression that will
resonate with your target market.
List the actions you can take and plan our precise times you will do them:
1. How will you incorporate updates to your CV and LinkedIn profile?
2. How will you develop your elevator speech, your speaking style, and your writing style to
align with your brand?
3. How can you think and speak about current events and trends from your brand perspective?
4. How can you notice your body language and seek feedback on your communication?
5. How will you update your SWOT Analysis?
Congratulations on finishing Workbook 3 — and now more than halfway through the series!
Make sure you’ve scheduled time to work on the last two:
●
●

PURPOSE [Workbook 4]. Repurpose your passion into a driver of your success and
happiness.
PATH [Workbook 5]. Chart your course forward with clear goals, a stepbystep action plan,
and insight for implementation accountability.
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Activity Sheets

BRAND
Workbook 3

Activity 1: Identify Your Obstacles.

PART ONE: LOOK INSIDE

1

2

What do you want for your
next career opportunity?

4

Ask one of your sponsors what they
need to know about you to help you
reach your next step.

>>

3
Write out your answers to each
question.

Identify which questions were difficult for you
to answer and why. Then list what you need to
understand or do to make it easier for you to fill
your own gaps.
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Activity 2: Review Your Values.

1.

PART ONE: LOOK INSIDE

Identify which of your values you want
people to notice most and your most
valuable technical strengths in your
SWOT analysis.

2.

Think about 2 different situations in

Identify the challenge you addressed successfully.
What values drove you to recognize and respond to
the challenge?
CHOICE.

applied your key values and strengths.

What information did you process to analyze the
challenge? What experiences influenced your
solution? What actions did you decide to take?

Use the questions on the right

OUTCOME.

categorized into Challenge, Choice,

What information did you process to analyze the
challenge? What experiences influenced your
solution? What actions did you decide to take?

which you performed successfully and

3.

CHALLENGE.

and Outcome to deconstruct your
success in terms of your values.
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Activity 3: Shift Your Perspective.

PART ONE: LOOK INSIDE

1. Answer the questions on each level

What values and ideals were part of your success stories?

starting at the top to move down the
pyramid.

2. Observe how your answer at each

How did you use your values and express yourself to
create the successful outcomes?

level relates to the others.
What emotional and functional benefits did you
contribute to make the outcomes successful?

If someone had been watching you
creates these successful outcomes,
what would they have noticed?
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Activity 1: Use the PESTEL Model.

1.

PART TWO: LOOK OUTSIDE

Use post-it notes for this activity. With one per post-it, capture as
many ideas about changes or trends in the external environment.

2.

Consider how each might translate
into possible opportunities for you.

P

E

S

T

E

POLITICAL
FORCES

ECONOMIC
FORCES

SOCIAL
FORCES

TECHNOLOGICAL
FORCES

ENVIRONMENTAL
FORCES

LEGISLATIVE
FORCES

How are political
forces changing the
landscape for your
community, industry,
or organization?
How are they
affecting others?

What trends are
dominating local,
national, and world
economics? What
values are upholding
the trends? What
effects are they
having?

What new tech is
developing? What
changes might
result? How is
machine learning
affecting different
people and sectors?

How is our natural
environment
changing? How are
the changes
affecting different
people and sectors?

What new laws offer
or limit opportunity?
What new laws are
impacting groups?
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What is happening
culturally? How are
current events
affecting your
communities? How
are they affecting
others?

L
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Activity 2: Find Your Target Market.

PART TWO: LOOK OUTSIDE

1

2

Who are you trying to reach?

4
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3

Which of their NEEDS are you
trying to address?

>>

How do you plan to address
those needs?

How does your brand need to look and feel to
communicate that you understand how to
address your target’s needs?
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Activity 3: Define Your Target Market.

PART TWO: LOOK OUTSIDE

1.

What would your brand do for those in your target market?

2.

What would be unique about your brand in the marketplace?

3.

Who would be your brand’s advocates?

4.

Who would miss your brand if it disappeared from or had never appeared in the marketplace?

5.

What consumer trend is your brand riding?
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Activity 1: Find Your Words.

PART THREE: LOOK FORWARD

Your answers these questions will provide the right words to represent your brand.
1. What image do you want to convey?

2. How do you want to make people feel?

3. What problems do you solve?

4. How do you solve those problems?
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How to Find Your Purpose for the Right Career as a Lawyer [Workbook 4]
Those who thrive most in their careers are fueled by their sense of purpose. Find out
how to pivot your work as a lawyer into the right career for your passion.
The difference between working to survive as a lawyer and working to thrive at it is a question of
how effectively you’re adapting. And as a human, you can always learn to adapt better. This post
offers the fourth of five workbooks in our Career Research and Development Series, introduced
here.
Before you begin this workbook, we strongly encourage you to complete:
●
●
●

Workbook 1: STRENGTHS, which will guide you through an analysis of your Strengths,
Weaknesses, and Opportunities and where to strategically invest your time and effort.
Workbook 2: VALUES, which will guide you through learning what drives your behavior and
how to harness it for the right work as a lawyer.
Workbook 3: BRAND, which will guide you through crafting the right messages to
communicate how you work as a lawyer.

To provide for a living, your skills and brand must fit for today’s opportunities. But to sustain a career,
your work must fit you. You start with you. You might end up with a significant career pivot or just a
slight shift. Either way, you will feel empowered.
Fear mixed into your excitement is normal and healthy. But if that fear creates inertia for you,
consider using help from one of the clinicians at LCL, who can help you identify obstacles with
motivation.
As you understand your passion more deeply, you find more opportunities to develop and grow,
which expands your universe of solutions to the problem of how to generate enough income to live. it
solve this challenge with innovation. Innovative thinking drives a career pivot.
But, first you must face your default reactions to challenges and conflict and your unconscious
biases to find out if they are pushing you forward, holding you back, or sending you in the wrong
direction and away from happiness and success.
In this step, you will learn how to get unstuck, change how you think, and notice more opportunities.
You will:
●

Reframe your thinking to think differently about your challenges and options to address the
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●
●

Embrace an entrepreneurial mindset and use it to notice more options to investigate
Find a new career path that is a better fit between your skills and brand and reality today

ACTION STEPS CHECKLIST. This workbook will guide you through activities in two parts: Your
Position and Your Move.
▢ Make your passion conscious and use it. Write your story of self.
▢ Evaluate the fit between your present career path, using your present brand and skills.
▢ Climb down the ladder of inference and change assumptions that are holding you back or pushing
you in the wrong direction.
▢ Learn how to use the IDEA strategy for a career pivot.
PART ONE: YOUR POSITION
ACTIVITY 1: Examine Your Story.
Stories inspire and teach us how to think, feel, and what to do. Stories of how you faced
challenges, the choices you made, and the outcomes your experienced are keys to uncovering and
making fully conscious your passion and identity.
Once you know your passion and identity, you can choose to repurpose it to other
challenges with a career pivot. When your story involves too much of a pain hurdle to handle on
your own, you’re in a position to make a breakthrough. But it might feel like it could lead to a
breakdown. LCL’s psychologists can help, and are a free and confidential service for Massachusetts
lawyers, law students, and other legal professional. Just call 617 482 9600 to set up a time to talk.
Our identities are linked to our careers. Learn to control yours — don’t let it control you.
When you write a story of the choice points in your life, describe the setting, characters, and
plot. Use those elements to express the conditions contributing to the challenges you faced, how
you chose to handle it, and the outcomes you perceived.
●
●

Consider Your Challenges: Why were they challenges for you? What made them
challenging for you?
Consider Your Choices: Why did you choose to address each challenge? Why did you
address each challenge in the way you chose? Where did you get the courage and tenacity
to address it or why did you choose to avoid it? How did it feel? Why did you think you could
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●

or could not address it? The choices to face challenges comes from your passion. This is
where you find your deep identity and opportunities to repurpose your passion.
Consider Your Outcomes: What happened? How did it feel? What did you learn about
yourself, your family, your peers, your target market, your competition? How does the way
you feel today connect back to those outcomes?

After you’ve written your story, you’ll revisit and revise it as your experiences continue and further
inform it. Share your story with others and notice what elements engage which people. Find out
which people identify with passions similar to yours and trust your choices. This is your target
market, broadly. And as you explore more narrow opportunities within it, you can figure out a way to
help them and receive compensation for your time.
Use this Activity Sheet (and as many blank pages as you need!) to review the life experiences
that shape your story.
ACTIVITY 2: Visualize on a Mind Map
Human brains seek patterns and are typically highly visually oriented. Translating your story of Self
to a Mind Map offers a visual way to explore your passion and identity to illuminate who you are,
what you’re interested in, the lifestyle you prefer, your skills and your weaknesses.
Use this Activity Sheet to post words and images on a mind map to see new information
about yourself.
ACTIVITY 3: Evaluate Your Career Path Viability
Organizing how you understand the viability of your career path into component elements can help
you interpret the information more clearly.
Use this Activity Sheet to answer questions and understand how to interpret them for insight.
PART TWO: YOUR MOVE
ACTIVITY 1: Assess Grit + Growth Mindset
If your levels of grit and or learning mindset are too low, update your SWOT analysis and
make a plan to increase them. Your plan will need to cover the following efforts.
Develop Grit = Develop Practice Habits
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●
●
●
●

Practice is about making continuous improvement day after day with hard work and
resilience.
Resilience is the ability to pick yourself up, brush yourself off, and try again after a mistake or
failure. It is seeing mistakes or failure as data and an opportunity to learn more.
Find your desire to look forward and grow.
10,000 hours of practice over 10 years is the average for mastery of a skill.

Develop Practice
●
●
●
●
●

Assess your present state then set a stretch goal that is one narrow aspect of your overall
performance.
Strive to improve that specific weakness.
Seek out challenges that you can’t yet meet.
Practice then perform then seek out feedback on what you did wrong so that you can fix it.
Rest then repeat

Presume Results Will Follow
●
●
●

Make the connection between your effort and your improvement.
What is interfering with your ability to put in the effort to see improvements? What can you do
to reduce or eliminate the interference?
Be your own best friend. What self-talk do you notice? Is it helpful or hurtful? Change hurtful
into helpful self-talk.

Examine Your Fixed Mindset and Its Limitations
●
●
●

Compare the two types of mindsets – growth and fixed.
Read a scientific article about the growth mindset to challenge your thinking.
People with a fixed mindset lose confidence quickly with setbacks.

Develop Your Growth Mindset through Practice.
●
●
●

Notice how you feel as you consider quitting work on an effort you’d previously enjoyed.
Picture your brain forming new connections as you practice to push through the difficulty
without quitting.
Seek out constructive criticism.

Take the Grit Assessment here.
Take the Mindset Assessment here.
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ACTIVITY 2: Climb Down Ladder of Inference
We can use the Ladder of Inference again to assess whether you’re ready for a career pivot. We
need to focus on the assumptions, beliefs, and positions that affect your thinking, feelings, and
decisions about making changes in your career.
Use this Activity Sheet to identify how your worldview is influencing your decisions about a
substantial career move.
ACTIVITY 3: Pivot Your Career with the IDEA Strategy
When most people notice obstacles and risks, they think of them as dangerous mistakes to
avoid. It’s more difficult to see the opportunities in an obstacle and the manageability of a risk.
You can avoid the fast-thinking that forecloses opportunities by following a thought process
that focuses on intentional Inquiry and Design.
●
●

Inquiry: Noticing and questioning more with curiosity
Design: Planning, trying out, revising plan, doing it again

Focusing on Inquiry and Design cultivates substantive innovation. Focusing on Adjustment and
Execution yields operational innovation. A substantive career innovation is a pivot to doing
something new and different, or for a new and different target market. Operational innovations
increase profitability by reducing resources and improving efficiencies.
Operational innovation doesn’t solve problems stemming from an ongoing drop in demand
for whatever you offer the market. If your biggest threats come in the form of automation, you’ll
need to focus on operational innovation to leverage the status quo for your short run survival — but
you need to be simultaneously focused on making substantial innovations to make your career thrive
in the long run.
Use this Activity Sheet to practice recognizing substantial innovation opportunities after
reading or watching The Big Short.
CONCLUDE WITH ACTION:
In this workbook, you faced the reality and challenge that sometimes your existing skill set and brand
aren’t viable as a career in today’s market. You explored your grit and learning mindset and made
plans to increase both skills so you can respond to today’s opportunities. You wrote your story of self
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and translated it into a visual mindmap. You explored the pros and cons of a career pivot and made
a decision about whether or not to pivot.
List the actions you can take and plan our precise times you will do them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What will do today and tomorrow to change your routines?
When will you update your environmental scanning map?
How often will you use the Ladder of Inference tool?
What is innovation and how will you use the IDEA strategy for a career pivot?
How will you update your SWOT Analysis?

Congratulations on finishing Workbook 4! The last workbook will show you how to turn your
commitment to better work into action.
●

PATH [Workbook 5]. Chart your course forward with clear goals, a step-by-step action plan,
and insight for implementation accountability.
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Activity Sheets

PURPOSE
Workbook 4

Activity 1: Examine Your Story.

1.

2.

3.
4.

PART ONE: YOUR STORY

Where did you come from? Who are your
parents? What made them the people they
are/were? How did their choices influence
yours? What family stories that resonate with
you? What do they teach you? How do they
make you feel?
From your family stories, what do you learn
about what really matters to you?
What are your favorite memories? Why?
What have you done in your life -- jobs, courses,
explorations, projects, experiences -- that are
connected with your passion, values, and
fondest memories?

Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

5.

6.

7.

8.

Name the last five books, movies, tv shows,
performances, and any other activities you’ve
enjoyed. What did you enjoy most about each?
What connection or theme emerges across all?
What does this say about you?
Describe painful moments in your life. What
made them painful? How did you respond?
Why did you choose to do whatever you are
doing now to support the advancement of your
career?
With whom do you share a common past?
Which groups do you consider yourself to
“belong” with or “fit” with?

Find Purpose (Workbook Four.)
Career Research + Development Series
Susan White, JD MSOD, Massachusetts Law Office Management Assistance Program of Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers

Activity 2: Visualize on a Mind Map.

PART ONE: YOUR STORY
STRENGTHS

Post words and images where they
fit best on the mindmap graphic.

WEAKNESSES

PERSONALITY

INTERESTS

VALUES

PRIORITIES

SKILLS

Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

LIFESTYLE

Find Purpose (Workbook Four.)
Career Research + Development Series
Susan White, JD MSOD, Massachusetts Law Office Management Assistance Program of Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers

Activity 3: Evaluate Your Career Path Viability.

PART ONE: YOUR POSITION

1.

Do you feel stuck in your present career situation? If so, for how long? >> Your default responses to challenges and
conflict from the previous workbook impact your choice to stay.

2.

Describe the problems you solve -- the services, products, or ideas you offer and “sell”. >> This description must be clear.

3.

Describe your target market for these services, products, or ideas. Who are they? What is their purchasing power? >> If your
target market can’t afford your service price, you need an alternative income source.

4.

What is their level of awareness of you? What is their level of awareness of the types of problems you solve? What is their
level of awareness of what you do? >> Your brand must tell your target market who you are and what you do.

5.

Describe their interest in your offer-- the services, products, or ideas you offer and ”sell.” Is it hot, warm, cool, or cold?
>> Cool and cold interests are too difficult to persuade to engage.

6.

Describe the size and location of your target market. >> Small or distant markets are a high cost to convert, at best.

7.

Describe your competition. Who are they? What problems are they solving? How are they solving them? How similar or
different are they to you and what you are doing? >> Tough competition requires highly efficient services and marketing.

8.

How do you stand out from your competition? >> You need to differentiate yourself. Spend time with your story.
Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

Find Purpose (Workbook Four.)
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Activity 2: Move Down the Ladder of Inference.

PART TWO: YOUR MOVE

Use the questions below to descend the ladder.
Actions
Positions Taken
Conclusions Drawn
Beliefs Adopted
Assumptions Made

Note what you would do differently as you descend and expand your ability
to make evidence-based decisions.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Meanings Attached
Data Selected
Positions, Beliefs,
Assumptions Limit
Data

All Available Data

Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

●
●
●
●
●

What are the pros and cons for a career pivot? For staying the course?
What positions about yourself and your career are you defending?
What conclusions have you adopted as unchallengeable?
What are your beliefs about challenges, change, conflict, and self-worth?
What criteria did you use to make your decision?
How did you interpret and apply the criteria?
How did you make sense of the data you selected? Are there any other
interpretations to consider?
What data did you use?
What data did you ignore?
What data did you miss?
Where else should you look for data?
What data might you be missing?

Find Purpose (Workbook Four.)
Career Research + Development Series
Susan White, JD MSOD, Massachusetts Law Office Management Assistance Program of Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers

Activity 3: Pivot Your Career with the IDEA Strategy.
Answer these questions about what happened in The Big Short.
1.

What was the opportunity they discovered?
A few outsiders saw what nobody else could . . .

2.

How did they discover it? Why did only a few notice?
What about everyone else?
Somebody else COULD have seen . . .

3.

PART TWO: YOUR MOVE
Explore +
Theorize
Pioneer +
Experiment

INQUIRY
DESIGN

If you recognize an example of innovative thinking,
how can you apply its lesson for your own career
pivot?

Revisit your SWOT Analysis in Workbook 1: Growing Strengths.
Reexamine the environment for new trends and opportunities
that you may have missed.

ADJUSTMENT
EXECUTION

Where should you aim your design experiments to test your
options for a career pivot to repurpose your passion?
Routinize +
Refine
Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

Measure +
Modify

Find Purpose (Workbook Four.)
Career Research + Development Series
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Plan Your Path for the Right Career as a Lawyer [Workbook 5]
Here’s the planning process you need to take action and implement the steps along
your path to the right career as a lawyer.
The difference between working to survive as a lawyer and working to thrive at it is a question of
how effectively you’re adapting. And as a human, you can always learn to adapt better. This post
offers the fifth and final workbook in our Career Research and Development Series, introduced
here.
Before you begin this workbook, we strongly encourage you to complete:
●
●
●
●

Workbook 1: STRENGTHS, which will guide you through an analysis of your Strengths,
Weaknesses, and Opportunities and where to strategically invest your time and effort.
Workbook 2: VALUES, which will guide you through learning what drives your behavior and
how to harness it for the right work as a lawyer.
Workbook 3: BRAND, which will guide you through crafting the right messages to
communicate how you work as a lawyer.
Workbook 4: PURPOSE, which will guide you through pivoting your current work as a
lawyer into the right career for your passion.

Whether or not it’s been easy for you to figure out the direction you want to pursue in your
career as a lawyer, planning how to get there is another challenge. You have a sense of your
skills and passion. You have investigated career options in the marketplace. You have a sense of
how you help people. Now you need to determine what steps will lead from your current position to
the destination you want to reach.
To create effective plans, start with a clear vision. After crafting your Vision Statement, you’ll
distill it into SMART goals, transform those goals into discrete action steps, and hold yourself
accountable to implement them.
Commit to staying mindful to reflect on outcomes as you take the steps you’ve planned. You’ll
learn new information, experience new feelings, and adapt accordingly as you evaluate your
progress. You can only choose to test out the best practices and innovative solutions if your brain
generates the idea, so observe and engage your world.
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ACTION STEPS CHECKLIST. This workbook will guide you through activities in four parts: Your
Vision, SMART Goals, Action Plans, and Accountability Plans.
▢ Create your Vision Statement.
▢ Draft your SMART Goals and Action Plans.
▢ Learn project management, time management, and people management skills.
▢ Implement your plan with accountability.
▢ Reflect on your plan with a growth mindset and grit.
PART ONE: YOUR VISION
A Vision Statement builds motivation, helps you to visualize opportunities, and gives you a
starting point for creating the decision-making criteria to use in the design and
implementation of your strategy. It expresses a clear desire and a broad description of how you
make it happen. It is not detailed. How you make it happen is because of some aspect of your
authentic Self.
A Vision Statement is a broad statement about what you want your professional and personal
life to look like in 2-10 years. You derive specific goals from your vision. You derive Action Plans
from your goals. A Vision Statement is a beacon, attracting you to your desired future by its
illuminating nature.
Seeking your vision is a truth-finding mission, and requires self-honesty to find the reaches
of your own power. It comes from a willingness to ask yourself continually: What do I want? You
need a growth mindset to contemplate your answer to avoid limiting your vision based on a flawed
understanding of how we develop. You need to be comfortable with the concept of failure.
It’s often easier to find what you don’t want. Building your resilience will help you navigate
through negative experiences and clarify the lessons you can learn from them. And when you
process new insights, you create new opportunities by changing your thinking, feelings, and
behaviors. Appreciate how your vision changes as your bounty of experience grows and you extract
the core self-learnings buried deep in the way you make sense of each experience and incorporate
them into your worldview.
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Your Vision Statement is your future-oriented expression of a successful personal and
professional life grounded in your sense of Values and Identity. A Vision Statement is easier to
write when you have already generated a significant amount of verbal- or image-based data derived
from self-reflection on your Values and Identity, and a significant amount of data about the
possibilities or Opportunities in your External Environment for you to fully express your Values and
Identity.
Research has confirmed the need for quiet time to generate ideas. Find and schedule time
everyday to be alone with your thoughts about your Values, Identity, Strengths, Opportunities, and
Experiences. Allow the data needed to write a Vision Statement to rise and be expressed. Limiting
your data will limit your potential.
Take a leap of faith and jump over the edge. Philosopher Soren Kierkegaard wrote about a leap
of faith and the absolute uncertainty that underlies it. Faith is defined by uncertainty; it is trust
particularly in that which cannot be proven or disproved. D.H. Lawrence wrote, “When one jumps
over the edge, one is bound to land somewhere.” There is no certainty in the correctness of your
true vision.
The only certainty is growth. You won’t know whether you’ll reach the vision you set or whether
you’ll eventually redefine your vision of success. It takes a leap of faith and complete honesty with
yourself in order to be able to discover your vision. To do that, you need to have the certainty that
you will land somewhere and you will be okay. If you need help developing resilience,
Massachusetts lawyers and law students can talk to a clinician at Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers
for free and confidentially by calling (617) 482-9600.
ACTIVITY 1: Write Your Vision Statement.
Where are you aiming when you jump over the edge? WANT BIG. Be ambitious. Failure in itself
is uncomfortable but not final. The value of a failure is its information about how to do better next
time. Fear can make it hard to see the value of a specific failure and even failure in general. To
move through your fears, you need to be aware of them. There is always a next time until it no
longer matters.
Use this Activity Sheet to fill in the blanks in your Vision Statement.
ACTIVITY 2: Examine Your Fears.
You may face resistance to writing your Vision Statement. If it seems too difficult because you
don’t know what you want, that’s resistance to change. It’s common for people to interpret a change
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like this as a loss. You are choosing to leave behind options. Often, the fear of loss is an obstacle.
When it is, you may need to come to terms with the loss and find yourself experiencing the five
stages of loss, identified by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross: denial, anger, bargaining, sadness, and finally,
acceptance.
In addition to fearing a loss, you may have other unconscious biases and fears. They may
surface as concerns about how others will judge you or the time it will take away from doing other
things. Time is not the only resource that you may identify as a concern. Money, the help of others,
or even the space to be alone and think are all possible causes for concern. Common fears include
the financial and time cost of the resources involved in seeking your vision and also fear of failure,
embarrassment, abandonment, or death. You must surface and address your fears and concerns on
your own, or with a friend, relative, coach or therapist.
Common thinking about obstacles is that you have a choice between all or nothing. When you
find yourself stuck between two extreme positions, you are likely missing many options. The
powerful question is: How can I accommodate both? For example, you may think you have limited
time and therefore to do the work necessary to create a Vision Statement, you would have to give up
doing something else. How can you make the time to do what you need (to pay the bills, for
example) and also the time to express your authentic self? Perhaps by setting aside only 10 minutes
each day for yourself, you will make progress on your Vision Statement work and still maintain the
job that pays the bills.
This eventually becomes an issue of time management: If you prioritize your daily tasks, are
you willing to stop doing something that is not important to you to free the time you need to
do what is important? When trying to identify whether a task matters or how much it matters, break
down this powerful question into two parts to answer: (1) Will the task get me closer to what I want or
push me further away? (2) How much closer? If you can’t find 10 minutes each day to work on what
matters most to you, then you may need to ask: Where am I looking?
Giving yourself the space and time to discover and be your authentic Self is the only way to
bring your best potential to the world. Every morning begin the day with this powerful question:
What is one thing I can do today? Choose an action and do it NOW. Your written Vision Statement is
a tool to help motivate you and give you direction for identifying SMART Goals, noticing what’s
important when you SWOT Yourself and Your Environment, and to Develop and Implement Your
Action Plan.
Use this Activity Sheet to confront your fears with the right questions.
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PART TWO: SMART GOALS
How do you put a Vision Statement into action and start identifying and implementing the
steps of success?Begin with this question: What does your Vision Statement really mean? Without
a clearly articulated meaning, you are still on a journey to discover what you really want. Knowing
where you are in your journey is important. You can’t will yourself to be further along than you are. It
takes time. Treat it as the critically important task that it is.
I want to acknowledge that there are many people in this world who would see this process
as a luxury and an indulgence that could derail their efforts to meet basic needs. If that is you,
I encourage you to consider the possibility of simultaneously pursuing your basic needs and figuring
out what you want to create with your life. Creating a picture of what you want and how to attain it
might be the one gift you could give yourself that would make it possible to meet your current basic
needs and more.
As you craft your SMART Goals, consider whether they are also HARD: Heartfelt, Animated,
Required, and Difficult. Heartfelt means you can easily list 3 reasons why it’s important to you.
Animated means you can describe what you want to find yourself doing on a typical day 1, 3, and 5
years from now. Required means it’s so urgent that you know what you’re doing today and can
identify what you need to have done to stay on track in 1 month, 90 days, and 5 years. Difficult
means that you’ll need 3-5 new skills to achieve your goal, and you have a plan to acquire them.
ACTIVITY 1: Craft Your SMART Goals.
SMART Goals distill a broad or ambiguous idea like a Vision Statement or HARD Goal into
concrete milestones. SMART Goals guide you to do everything in your power to achieve your
Vision through the following parameters:
●

●
●
●
●

Specific: You (individually and/or collectively if speaking on behalf of a team or organization)
are able to describe a goal in a way that unambiguously and clearly expresses what will exist
when the goal is met.
Measurable: Your description of the goal implies a metric for measuring progress toward
goal attainment.
Actionable: You have the power to attain the goal, know the necessary actions to move
closer to the goal, and know how to implement those actions.
Relevant: Goals support a mission, purpose, and/or vision of your organization, team, or
self.
Time Bound: You have attached a specific date by which you will attain the goal.
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The most common obstacle to reaching goals is starting with an overly broad or ambiguous
goal that isn’t designed to prompt action in the current moment and those immediately
following. When you identify an idea, ask these questions to develop a SMART Goal:
●
●
●
●
●

What does the idea mean? Specific
What has to happen before I can say the goal has been attained? Measurable
What will I do to cause whatever needs to happen? Actionable
How does the goal support my idea, purpose, project, or vision? Relevant
When will I do whatever I am committing to do? Time Bound

Use this Activity Sheet for each SMART goal to parse your Vision Statement into SMART
Goals.
PART THREE: ACTION PLANS
When a SMART Goal requires multiple steps and is more than a single task, separate it into
smaller tasks to complete over a shorter time period. Creating an Action Plan is separating large
tasks into discrete tasks until you are able to identify actions to complete today, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, and annually.
SMART Goals and Action Plans are meant to be revisited and updated on a regular basis. This
becomes part of your Project, Task, and Time Management Plan. Daily or weekly “To-Do” lists
should be updated every day and every week. Monthly Action Plans will turn into weekly and daily
“To-Do” lists and so forth.
Every SMART goal needs its own Action Plan. Consider at the following tips when creating an
Action Plan.
1. For each broad goal that you identified on your Storyboard or Who/Do table, identify each
action step that you will need to take to reach the broad goal.
2. For each action step, identify what you must do, how you will do it, and by when you will
accomplish it.
3. For each action step, consider the details. These details may be SMART Goals with shorter
time frames.
4. Action steps may include acquiring resources – people, space, money, or developing skills
through further online training, live workshops, or by getting a personal coach.
5. Action steps may involve addressing obstacles.
ACTIVITY 1: Process Your SMART Goals.
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To transform your SMART Goals into Action Plans, asking the right questions will help you
identify the tasks you need to focus on. How long will it take to attain each goal? For each goal,
do you need resources? Resources include time, money, space, skills, others, and technology. Do
you expect any obstacles? If so, how will you address them? What are the discrete Action Plan
steps to attain the goal?
Use this Activity Sheet for each SMART goal to answer questions to shape your actions for
each goal.
ACTIVITY 2: Action Plan for Each Year.
Your SMART Goals and Action Plans are designed for revision. Consider them drafts. Strategy
is an iterative process. Plans are meant to be implemented, outcomes are meant to be reviewed,
and revisions are to be expected. Keep pushing forward until your most important SMART Goals
and Vision of Success are attained.
To break down your year into quarterly plans, you’ll schedule dates for each SMART Goal you
drafted at +3 months, +6 months, +9 months, +12 months and identify what you need to have
accomplished by that date for each SMART Goal.
Use this Activity Sheet for each SMART goal to create Quarterly Action Plans for each year.
ACTIVITY 3: Action Plan for Each Month.
To break down your month into weekly plans, you’ll list what you need to accomplish in your first
month of the quarter to pace the rest over the following two months to meet your Quarterly
Deadlines.
Make appropriate adjustments after reviewing your first month’s accomplishments to list your weekly
tasks for the second month, and then again for the third month.
Use this Activity Sheet for each SMART goal to create Weekly Action Plans for each month.
ACTIVITY 4: Action Plan for Each Week.
Break down your week into daily task lists. Each week, compile the tasks from your six sheets into
your physical or digital planner, using abbreviated form as needed.
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Review your accomplishments at the end of each week to update your plans. Identify what daily
tasks you didn’t complete to help you assess your pace and task volume generally. Reset deadlines
whenever helpful.
Use this Activity Sheet for each SMART goal to create daily task lists for each week.
PART FOUR: ACCOUNTABILITY PLANS
Organize your work to accomplish more in less time. Understanding project management, time
management, and people management will help you implement your Action Plans with
accountability.
●

●
●
●

Project Management: Distilling complex tasks into discrete actions, prioritizing tasks,
assigning due dates, and following-through on commitments to act. Vision to SMART Goals
to Action Plans.
Task Delegation: Clearly communicating performance expectations to each person you give
an assignment or ask for help.
Time Management: Task prioritization, assigning actions to time slots, and engaging with
commitment to act.
Giving Effective Feedback: Providing specific information about your performance
expectations as delegated tasks are completed.

Project Organization. (1) Organize projects according to importance and urgency. (2) Distill a broad
project with a due date into its component parts. (3) Assign parts a logical order and due dates and
times. (4) Regularly measure progress. Find more on these steps in this post on our blog.
Task Organization. (1) Organize specific tasks according to their purpose, importance, and
urgency. (2) Clarify specific actions for each tasks. (3) Delegate tasks appropriately. (4) Assign due
dates and times to your discrete tasks. (5) Regularly measure progress. To ensure you’re investing
your time in the right tasks and accomplishing them efficiently, learn project management skills in
this post on our blog.
Delegating and managing others are critical to accomplishing your goals. Effective feedback
keeps delegated tasks on track for on-time and quality delivery by keeping lines of communication
open and expectations clear. Find out what you need to know to manage people effectively in this
post on our blog.
When your performance expectations are not met, use feedback to bring efforts back on track
with these 4 steps: (1) Evaluate the situation, (2) Be curious, (3) Describe the problem and impact
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on you, (4) Identify with specificity what you want the person to do differently. Find out how
champion delegators apply these steps in this 30-minute edition of our Webinars for Busy Lawyers.
Technology is also critical to accomplishing your tasks. And its potential to increase your time
savings grows every day. Our Deputy Director and resident technophile recommends lawyers use
Evernote so enthusiastically that she wrote a book about it (and the ABA published it, of course).
Find out how to start using Evernote in this post from Heidi on our blog. Then, catch this 30-minute
webinar on How to Do 90 Minutes of Legal Work in 60, using technology you already have in your
law practice.
ACTIVITY 1: Examining Time Management Obstacles.
Obstacles like failing to prioritize can derail time management subtly. Knowing what is really
important to you will affect what you choose to do and what you choose to avoid. Not prioritizing can
lead to a form of procrastination common among lawyers known as “analysis paralysis”. Prioritize
your projects and tasks according to what really matters to your goals and vision of success. This
will keep your career on track and your professional development moving forward.
Focusing on related common challenges to time management is the best way to work
through the reality of having so many forces competing for our time and attention. Among the
most common obstacles to time management are: (1) Preferring not to plan in advance; (2) Being
overly rigid with plans and discomfort with change; (3) Not planning to relax and recharge; (4) Being
easily distracted by the important-but-not-urgent; (5) Striving for perfection; (6) Not distilling projects
into tasks and tasks into specific and measurable actions ; (7) Not scheduling time for time
management; (8) Putting too much on your “to do” lists. This post on our blog has a deeper dive on
these obstacles..
Use this Activity Sheet to identify your time management obstacles.
ACTIVITY 2: Hold Yourself Accountable to Implement Your Plans.
After you’ve identified your obstacles and what you need to overcome them, you need to implement
steps to overcome them in the context where you’ll encounter them.
Use this Activity Sheet to plan how you’ll implement solutions to challenges.
ACTIVITY 3: Reflect on Grit + Growth.

____________________________________________________________________________
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To change how you think and what you do, and how you feel about developing your career,
ask yourself three questions: What? So what? Now what? The first question helps you search
for the facts about what you did and the results. The second question helps you make sense of what
happened and what it means for you. The final question helps you consider what changes to make
to get better outcomes next time or to continue to make progress.
Be aware of when you are climbing up the Ladder of Inference and climb back down. Come up
with multiple interpretations whenever possible. This will help you to distinguish between your
assumptions and conclusions, on the one hand, and actual data or facts, on the other. This step may
send you back to the step of asking “What?”. Most people often don’t even realize when they
substitute assumptions about the cause of a situation or conclusions about the situation with actual
facts about what happened.
The trick is to check your words, in particular your nouns and verbs, for hidden assumptions
and conclusions by asking what a word or phrase really means, and compare its connotative
meaning to denotative synonyms.
Use this Activity Sheet to make a deliberate decision about your next step.
CONGRATULATIONS on completing the fifth and final workbook in our Career Research &
Development Series! You’ve made a commitment to do real work in your profession on a level
most people, including lawyers, do not. We wish you the best on your journeys, and encourage
lawyers and law students in Massachusetts to book a FREE & Confidential consultation with a
practice advisor whenever we can support your motivation or help you find the right tools.
You made the plans you need to take action and reach your evolving Vision — USE THEM!

____________________________________________________________________________
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Activity Sheets

PATH
Workbook 5

Activity 1: Write Your Vision Statement.

PART ONE: YOUR VISION

>> FILL IN THE BLANKS in the Vision Statement framework below according to the prompts.

1

2

By __________________ , I will be _________________________

1

_______________________________________________________

2

_______________________________________________________

3

Target a date between 2 - 10 years
from today.
Describe the key aspects of your life:
●
What you’re doing
●
Where you are
●
Who’s with you and how
they’re helping

as a result of ___________________________________________

3
______________________________________________________

Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
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Describe major accomplishments
required to reach your vision.
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Activity 2: Examine Your Fears.

1

PART ONE: YOUR VISION

List your top 10 fears and concerns.

2

Test each threat for a true risk-assessment with the
following questions:

1. ____________________________________

What assumptions are behind the fear or concern?

2. ____________________________________

What does it really mean?

3. ____________________________________

What is the worst-case scenario?

4. ____________________________________
5. ____________________________________

How can you diminish, avoid, work around, or otherwise
address the problem?

6. ____________________________________
7. ____________________________________
8. ____________________________________
9. ____________________________________
10. ___________________________________
Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
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Activity 1: Craft Your SMART Goals.

PART TWO: SMART GOALS

VISION STATEMENT. Write your Vision Statement in this box for reference as you parse your goals.

>> Identify SIX Goals comprising your Vision Statement, and answer all SMART questions below for each.
GOAL.

SPECIFIC.

MEASURABLE.

ACTIONABLE.

RELEVANT.

TIME BOUND.

What does the idea mean?
Have you described it in a way
that unambiguously and
clearly expresses what will
exist when the goal is met?

What has to happen to reach
the goal? What metric for
measuring progress toward
goal does your description of
the goal tell you to use?

What does the goal tell you to
do to move closer to the goal?
Is everything that needs to be
done within your power and
control to make happen?

What is your mission,
purpose, and/or vision that the
goal supports? How does the
goal support it?

When will you measure
progress -- i.e. whether your
actions have attained the
goal?

Free & Confidential Services
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Activity 1: Process Your SMART Goals.

PART THREE: ACTION PLANS

SMART GOAL. Write one SMART Goal in this box for reference as you answer the following questions. Repeat for 6 Goals.

TIME.

RESOURCES.

OBSTACLES.

ACTION.

How long will it take for
you to do everything that
needs to be done to attain
the SMART Goal?

What resources are
needed? How and when
will you obtain them?

What are the obstacles, if
any? How will you address
them?

For each task, what action
you will take and by when?

Free & Confidential Services
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Activity 2: Action Plan for Each Year.

PART THREE: ACTION PLANS

SMART GOAL. Write a SMART Goal here for reference, identify your due dates, list actions due at dates you schedule; Repeat x 6.

3

6

9

12

MONTH ACTIONS

MONTH ACTIONS

MONTH ACTIONS

MONTH ACTIONS

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:
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Activity 3: Action Plan for Each Month.

PART THREE: ACTION PLANS

SMART GOAL. Write a SMART Goal here for reference, listing weekly actions for the next month. Repeat 6x for each SMART Goal.

1

2

3

4

WEEK ACTIONS

WEEK ACTIONS

WEEK ACTIONS

WEEK ACTIONS

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:

By _____, I will have completed:
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Activity 4: Action Plan for Each Week.

PART THREE: ACTION PLANS

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY

Free & Confidential Services
for Lawyers and Law Students
in Massachusetts
LCLMA.ORG | MASSLOMAP.ORG

INCOMPLETE

TUESDAY
SATURDAY

FRIDAY

MONDAY

SMART GOAL. Write one here; List its tasks for each weekday; Repeat x 6; Compile daily tasks in your physical or digital planner.
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Activity 1: Remove Time Management Obstacles.

PART FOUR: ACCOUNTABILITY PLANS

1

2

Identify the top 4 time management
challenges you’ve experienced most
often. Consider factors unique to you that

Identify how each affects your work.
Consider the primary and ripple
effects of each.

How can you address each?
List any skills, resources, or other
sources of help you might benefit
from.

1. __________________________

1. __________________________

1. __________________________

2. __________________________

2. __________________________

2. __________________________

3. __________________________

3. __________________________

3. __________________________

4. __________________________

4. __________________________

4. __________________________

might not rank among the most common
provided in the workbook text.
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Activity 2: Hold Yourself Accountable to Implement.

PART FOUR: ACCOUNTABILITY PLANS

SMART GOAL. Start with one SMART Goal as you perform the following steps. Repeat for all your SMART Goals.

2

1

Extract all action steps
and due dates pertaining
to a SMART Goal.

3

Evaluate each step for
obstacles and difficulties
common to you.

Free & Confidential Services
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Highlight likely trouble
spots, and update your
plans to reflect new
needs.

4

Link to the consequences
for successful
performance and
non-performance.

5
Build motivation and
overcome resistance
barriers with a separate
strategic plan
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Activity 3: Reflect on Grit + Growth Mindset.

1

2

WHAT?

SO WHAT?

Summarize or highlight what
Facts you notice, and what
Assumptions you were able
discern.

PART FOUR: ACCOUNTABILITY PLANS

3

Summarize or highlight what
Meaning you assign, and what
Change you were able to
identify.

NOW WHAT?
Which is your next step?
✅ Build More Skills
✅ Personal Branding
✅ Strategic Communication
✅ Leadership Training
CAREER TRANSITION

CAREER ADVANCEMENT

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Learning new skills;
developing through
experience.
Free & Confidential Services
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Advancing your career
from one level to the
next.

Changing your career
path by industry or
function, or into
retirement.
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